Complete screening of mutations in the coding sequence of the CFTR gene in a sample of CF patients from Russia: identification of three novel alleles.
To date, a large number of mutations causing the disease, cystic fibrosis, have been reported worldwide. Having analysed the coding sequence of a sample of cystic fibrosis (CF) patients from Russia, we have identified three novel CF mutations. Two of them, 175 del C in exon 1 and 624 del T in exon 5, are frameshift mutations, predicted to result in premature termination of the CFTR transcript. The third mutation is missense and occurs in exon 12 (D572N). The profile of mutations in this sample of Russian CF patients is particular, with two mutations in exon 13 (2143 del T and 2184 ins A), accounting for 12% of the non-delta F508 alleles.